Dear diary,

Today I helped a (1) __________ (2) __________ rescue its people from (3) __________. I had just finished lunch (my favorite, (4) __________ with (5) __________ sandwich!) and had decided to take a walk through the (6) __________ to help it digest. I was enjoying the sun when suddenly the (1) __________ (2) __________ appeared to me. It said its name was (7) __________ and that its people needed my help! Their land, the (8) __________ of magic and mystery, had been inundated by (3) __________ and it had actually taken on a life of its own and become sentient! Quickly, I changed into my superhero form, (9) __________ (10) __________. Together, (7) __________ and I teleported to their land. The evil (3) __________ monster was terrorizing the land! It smelled like (11) __________ and was disgusting! The entire ecosystem was being destroyed! I had to act fast!

I used my (9) ___________ powers to confuse the monster in a sneak attack! Then (7) ___________ and their people were able to make it angry by making silly faces at it and doing bad (12) ___________ and (13) ___________ impressions. Meanwhile I snuck up behind it and found its vulnerable spot. With a loud "POP!" sound I deflated the monster using a (14) ___________ that I happened to have in my back pocket (you never know when a (14) ___________ will come in handy!). All of the (2 plural form) ___________ and (7) ___________ cheered and together we cleaned up the mess. After, we had a big party where they made their specialty, (8) ___________ sweet (15) ___________ pie! We celebrated and danced until it was late. Then it was time for me to leave. (7) ___________ transported me back to the (6) ___________ where they’d found me and wished me goodbye. They gave me a medal as thank you for my help. It was all in a day’s work for a conservation hero like me.